2002 ford f150 pcm

Cannot find a standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote. Your item is repaired and
shipped back the same day it arrives in our facility compared to our standard 1-business day
turnaround, which ships the next business day Monday - Friday. We take the guesswork out of
choosing the correct part number. Please provide VIN to ensure proper fitment. Our return label
includes free pick-up from FedEx which you can schedule online for your convenience. This is a
repair service for a , , , , and Ford F 5. Based on extensive experience with these computers, we
strongly recommend a genuine Motorcraft coil pack. This repair is ONLY for the above listed
condition. If you are having any problems other than this, please call us at At Circuit Board
Medics, our focus is on excellent communication, fast turnaround, and quality repairs. One key
to achieving these goals is ensuring that we have customers' contact information and payment
before beginning any repair order. Watch our video to learn more about how our repair process
works and how we can help to get your vehicle or appliance back up and running quickly.
Disclaimer: We are not responsible for lost, delayed, or non-repaired items shipped to our
facility without an order number. This is NOT a complete list, so if you do not see your part
number listed, please call us at Our no-hassle warranty covers your repair for a full year. If the
repair fails anytime within a year, we will repair the item again. In the rare occasion that the item
is not repairable, we will either replace the circuit board entirely or refund the cost of the repair,
at our discretion. See Details At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the
issue instead of merely replacing parts. The end result is a refurbished component with
increased longevity and lower cost. Learn More. Have a question? Not finding what you are
looking for? Feel free to contact us and a representative will be in touch shortly. We also do
custom repairs. Let us know more about your unique need and we'll provide an estimate for
your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to
all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are unable to refund for shipments delayed due to
weather. Please call with any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. See 1 more
picture. Buy in bulk and save. Product Repair Description This is a repair service for a , , , , and
Ford F 5. Warranty Top of Page Warranty Our no-hassle warranty covers your repair for a full
year. About Us At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue instead
of merely replacing parts. Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair? Get A
Quote. The electronic control module in a Ford cannot diagnose itself, so it gives you other
signs to let you know that it is bad. The major sign is that it will give erroneous or non-existent
codes when you scan the ECM with a code scanner. If the ECM malfunctions, the vehicle may or
may not run, depending on which circuit or circuits are burned or defective. Plug the code
scanner into the data link port under the driver's side dashboard. Turn the key to the "On"
position. Press the "Read" button on the scanner. Write down all the codes you read.
Cross-reference the codes to the code sheet that comes with the scanner. Write down the
meaning of the codes. If a code does not appear on the code sheet but does appear on your list,
circle it. This means the ECM is suspect. If there are several codes that appear on your list, but
when you compare them to the sheet, it seems clear that not that many things could be wrong
with the engine at the same time, the ECM is also suspect. Turn the ignition key to the "Off"
position. Bring your wrench and set of sockets to the car. Remove the negative battery cable,
using the appropriate wrench and set it aside, ensuring that it does not touch metal. Remove
the passenger-side kick panel -- the panel by your feet on the side of the car, using the
appropriate sockets. Remove the bolts holding the three wiring harness connectors onto the
computer, using the appropriate socket. Pull the connectors straight out from the computer,
taking care not to bend the pins. Unbolt the computer from its bracket, using the appropriate
socket. Remove the cover on the back of the computer, using the appropriate socket. Smell the
computer. If it smells like dead fish, the computer is bad. Look for burned circuits -- burned
circuits will have brown burn marks on or near them. If you see burned circuits, the computer is
bad. Cayden Conor has been writing since She has been published on several websites and in
the winter issue of "QECE. She has an Associate of Science paralegal from Manchester
Community College and studied computer science, criminology and education at University of
Tampa. Step 1 Plug the code scanner into the data link port under the driver's side dashboard.
Step 2 Write down all the codes you read. Step 3 Turn the ignition key to the "Off" position. The
computer may be bad and not have a bad odor -- it may just have lightly burned circuits. Starter
is good, however antitheft light is blinking. DavidH25 answered 7 years ago. Judge Roy is
correct, but if that does not do it, You can try to re set the Anti Theft system. When you are sure
you have the correct key, try to start the car with it. If the Explorer still refuses to start, move on
to this: Wait 15 minutes, until you see the flashing rate on the red light on your dashboard
decrease to normal speed and then try both keys again. If this still fails to start the car, raise the
hood and disconnect the battery for 15 minutes, then reconnect it and try again. G A answered 7
years ago. I have to disagree with you on a PCM never going bad, I've seen quite a few go bye

bye, so symptoms were no idle control, timing over advance, injector signal full pulse, and
some just down right dead. So they do fail. This rig sounds just like my neighbor Ford F his was
doing the same thing only occasionally it would start and run normally then all of the sudden
while driving the alarm system would go off. Long story short it was the PCM. Miranda
answered 7 years ago. ALSO, my door ajar light is on. Drunkone answered 7 years ago. I have a
ford Explorer and the no crank symptoms only occur when it drops below 15 degrees in the
winter time. I have lights and gauges but will not crank. Was told PCM is bad. My car doese
kinda the same one day its good rhe other its bad like it dont wanna go in gear an down shift on
its ain a ford explore. ODM shows a P code. Hay I can solve this Issues? Drexie answered 5
years ago. Madmallard answered 4 years ago. Hey I have a Ford Expedition that just died the
other morning been running fine until that point. They anti theft light came on and it would just
turn over not start. Then once I got it back to the house unhooked the battery and performed
reset on theft system David answered 2 years ago. Darrell answered 2 years ago. My ford sport
trac having the same problem with the pcm losing signal from output speed shaft sensor. Ford
place thinks it id the pcm because in runs and shifts good before it loses signal from
transmisson. Rebuilt transmisson has 6k on it. Bobgiles answered about a year ago. James
answered 9 months ago. Guru9W4ZYH answered 6 days ago. I just recently bought a Ford
Expedition from an "honest" guy It cranks over but just will not fire. I tried disconnecting the
negative battery cable trick to see if it would reset the pcm Swapped fuel pump relay and
checked fuse Any other ideas? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford Explorer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Ford Explorer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. View Cart Checkout. As the primary computer
control for your vehicle, your powertrain control module PCM plays a vital role in ensuring that
your engine and transmission work in tandem. When your PCM fails, it typically exhibits one or
more different behaviors. Knowing these symptoms can help you pinpoint the root cause of the
problem so you can get your vehicle back up and running. If a solenoid or actuator circuit in
your vehicle shorts out or has another issue that compromises its performance, your first sign
may be the failure of your PCM. Typically, during diagnostics testing a trouble code will help
pinpoint if the PCM is faulty. It is important to note however, the electrical issue that caused the
PCM to experience voltage overload in the first place must be adequately addressed or the new
PCM could fail for the same reason. As a highly sophisticated computer module, your PCM can
be adversely affected by environmental factors that can cause it to fail. Water is the primary
element to avoid as exposure to it can render the PCM irreparable. Other environmental factors
that could lead to PCM failure include thermal stress due to excessive heat and excessive
vibration that causes sensitive parts to fail. The PCM is responsible for ensuring that the
crankshaft and camshaft is positioned correctly so your engine will turn over. The PCM is also
designed to control both ignition timing and spark. Problems with the PCM often result in the
vehicle not running at all. In other cases, the vehicle may run poorly. Continuing to run a vehicle
with a bad PCM could cause further damage. Because the PCM controls the emissions of your
car, a failed emissions test or the presence of oddly-colored or foul smelling exhaust may be a
sign that your PCM is going bad. A malfunctioning PCM will activate dashboard error lights. In
fact, you can expect that these lights will flash off and on if the PCM is not able to read the
sensors correctly. Your vehicle performance will suffer greatly and may go into limp-mode.
Module Experts has more than years of combined experience in vehicle module diagnostics and
repairs. Skip to content info ModuleExperts. Voltage Overloads If a solenoid or actuator circuit
in your vehicle shorts out or has another issue that compromises its performance, your first
sign may be the failure of your PCM. Environmental Factors As a highly sophisticated computer
module, your PCM can be adversely affected by environmental factors that can cause it to fail.
Car May Not Run will not crank, cranks but will not start The PCM is responsible for ensuring
that the crankshaft and camshaft is positioned correctly so your engine will turn over.
Emissions Because the PCM controls the emissions of your car, a failed emissions test or the
presence of oddly-colored or foul smelling exhaust may be a sign that your PCM is going bad.
Your Shopping Cart will be saved and you'll be given a link. You, or anyone with the link, can
use it to retrieve your Cart at any time. Send Cart in an Email Done! Empty cart. Please add
products before saving :. Then send it to yourself, or a friend, with a link to retrieve it at any
time. From Name. Have a look at this Shopping Cart sent by a friend via Module Experts. Send
Cart Email. Your cart email sent successfully :. Full Name. Phone Number. Email Address. The

first computers appeared in cars during the late s and early s. Circuit boards had specific roles
like regulating fuel injection systems. By the s, on-board computers became more
sophisticated. They could now control most of the electrical processes of the car, including
climate controls, braking systems, and odometer. Today, vehicles are really like computers with
wheels. Cars are upgradeable and customizable, giving the backyard mechanic incredible
control over performance. Modern vehicles have a set of computers commonly referred to as
modules that communicate with sensors throughout the car. Manufacturers started phasing in
CANs in the early s. The powertrain control module PCM is one of the most important
computers in your car, usually managing the engine and transmission, depending on the make
of your vehicle. Then, the computer can adjust the ignition and fuel injection timing and the
position of the camshafts and throttle. The TCM uses incoming sensor data to determine when
the transmission needs to shift. TCM functionality has improved over the years, adding input
from cruise control, throttle and traction control system. This reduces gear hunting and wheel
spin. By combining them, the PCM can better regulate their functions together. For example,
when the PCM changes gears, it can pull back the throttle to shift smoother. However, the two
units operate independently. You can program one system without affecting the other. To
confuse things a bit more, the term electronic control unit ECU is often used as a generic term
for any built-in system that controls multiple electrical features in a car. The PCM senses and
monitors more than factors in a car or truck. Here are a few of the most essential processes.
Once warmed up, the PCM adjusts the ratio to decrease the fuel being pumped in. Ignition
Timing â€” Depending on different conditions, the PCM can make the spark plugs fire in a faster
or slower sequence, helping the engine deliver an optimum amount of power per RPM. A
qualified mechanic can understand this error code and make the necessary repairs. Powertrain
Control Module reflashing is essentially a software upgrade. PCMs are built with microchips
that can be reprogrammed electronically without being removed from the vehicle. This process
has many names. Auto Manufacturers are continually updating controller software to solve
problems such as false diagnostic trouble codes, hesitation, rough idle, emissions problems,
hard starting, poor fuel economy and other issues. You may want to consider reflashing after
installing an aftermarket performance cam, bigger cylinder heads, a different intake manifold or
fuel induction system to compensate for changes in airflow. A professional tune is highly
recommended when used in conjunction with other aftermarket parts. The PCM might be unable
to read its sensors and cannot adjust properly. Virtually all and newer Domestic, Asian and
European vehicles are compatible with the J compliant pass-thru tool. Reflashing can also be
accomplished using professional grade scan tools , which include the same functionality, plus
many other features unrelated to reflashing. These are even more expensive. In addition to the J
pass-thru device or professional scan tool, reflashing requires:. Subscription fees vary by
manufacturer. They have several payment options: per-vehicle, 24 hours, 72 hours, weekly,
monthly, or annually. Every car manufacturer is a little different, but these procedures provide a
broad overview of how it works in practice. Connect your PC to the tool with a compatible cable.
Before you start the procedure, make sure the battery is fully charged. Start the software
program on your PC and enter the vehicle information year, make, model, etc. Connect the tool
to the diagnostic connector on the vehicle located under the dash near the steering column.
Switch the tool on and wait for the Start screen. As the software loads, you will see a progress
bar. The reprogramming procedure usually takes minutes. When the software has finished
loading, it will note that programming is complete. There are a few common problems that may
come up:. Throughout the reprogramming operation, battery voltage must remain constant. If
the job takes an hour or more, even the slight AC ripple produced by a standard battery charger
is enough to cause a problem. Some battery chargers are made to provide clean voltage for
reprogramming. Look for electronically controlled battery chargers and power supplies that
mention reprogramming or reflashing. I
mustang gt cam
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f the battery voltage falls too low during that first start-up, the PCM may not initialize correctly.
There is no going back to an earlier version. Historically, only car dealers have had access to
the tools and software needed to reflash PCMs. Today, this technology is readily available to
independent repair shops and individuals. If your car is no longer under warranty, you can work
with an independent car electronics expert like Solo Automotive. With this preliminary testing,
our in-house techs have the information needed to repair your unit. If we find that your PCM
needs to be replaced, we sell all makes and models and have a particular expertise with Jeep ,
Chrysler and Dodge computers. However, understanding exactly how the PCM process works

will give you the upper hand as an auto consumer regardless of how you proceed. Sign up for
the latest offers, news updates and more. Related Posts. What Is Error Code P? If this i
Mitsubishi Toyota Chevrolet Plymouth. Solo Auto Electronics.

